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SHORT AMICABLE SETSS. Georgiou, C. Koukouvinos,Department of MathematisNational Tehnial University of AthensZografou 15773,Athens, GreeeandJennifer SeberryDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of WollongongWollongong, NSW,2522, AustraliaAbstrat: A pair of matries X and Y are said to be amiable if XY T =Y XT . In this paper, if X and Y are orthogonal designs, group generated orirulant on the group G, these will be denoted 2 SAS(n; u1; u2;G). ReentlyKharaghani, in \Arrays for orthogonal designs", J. Combin. Designs, 8 (2000),166{173, extended this onept to an amiable set, fAig2ni=1, of 2n irulantmatries, whih satisfynXi=1 A(2i 1)AT(2i)   A(2i)AT(2i 1) = 0:In this paper we onentrate on onstruting short amiable sets, whih satisfythe same equation but ontain four, alled short, or two, alled 2-short, matri-es. We give a method of multiplying the order of 2-short irulant amiablesets and thus we obtain many innite lasses of 2-short irulant amiable sets.We give some onstrutions for innite families of irulant amiable sets. Wethen ontrast by omparing with short blok amiable sets whih are blokirulant matries and dened on a group G1 G2.AMS Subjet Classiation: 05B15, 05B20.Key words and phrases: Orthogonal designs, amiable sets, short amia-ble sets, short irulant amiable sets, short blok amiable sets, sequenes,Williamson matries, Kharaghani array, Hall polynomial.1
1 IntrodutionAn orthogonal design of order n and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) denoted OD(n; s1;s2; : : : ; su) in the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xu, is a matrix A of order n with entriesin the set f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xug satisfyingAAT = uXi=1(six2i )In;where In is the identity matrix of order n. Let Bi, i = 1; 2; 3; 4 be irulantmatries of order n with entries in f0;x1;x2; : : : ;xug satisfying4Xi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )In:Then the Goethals-Seidel arrayG = 0BBB B1 B2R B3R B4R B2R B1 BT4 R  BT3 R B3R  BT4 R B1 BT2 R B4R BT3 R  BT2 R B1 1CCCAwhere R is the bak-diagonal identity matrix, is an OD(4n; s1; s2; : : : ; su). Seepage 107 of [3℄ for details.A pair of matries A;B is said to be amiable (anti-amiable) if ABT  BAT = 0 (ABT +BAT = 0). To be onsistent in the notation of this paper wewill also denote these as 2 SAS(n; s1; s2;G), where the group G is desribedbelow. Following [9℄ a set fA1; A2; : : : ; A2ng of square real matries is said tobe amiable if nXi=1 A(2i 1)AT(2i)   A(2i)AT(2i 1) = 0 (1)for some permutation  of the set f1; 2; : : : ; 2ng. For simpliity, we will alwaystake (i) = i unless otherwise speied. SonXi=1 A2i 1AT2i   A2iAT2i 1 = 0: (2)Clearly a set of mutually amiable matries is amiable, but the onverse is nottrue in general. Throughout the paper Rk denotes the bak diagonal identitymatrix of order k.A set of matries fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng of order m with entries in f0;x1;x2;: : : ;xug is said to satisfy an additive property of type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) ifnXi=1BiBTi = uXi=1(six2i )Im: (3)2
Let fAig8i=1 be an amiable set of irulant matries (or group devel-oped or type 1) of type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) and order t. We denote these by8 AS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;Zt) (or 8 AS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;G)for group developed or type 1). In all ases, the group G of the matrix is suhthat the extension by Seberry and Whiteman [11℄ of the group from irulantto type 1 allows the same extension to R: Then the Kharaghani array [9℄
H = 0BBBBBBBBBB
A1 A2 A4Rn A3Rn A6Rn A5Rn A8Rn A7Rn A2 A1 A3Rn  A4Rn A5Rn  A6Rn A7Rn  A8Rn A4Rn  A3Rn A1 A2  AT8 Rn AT7 Rn AT6 Rn  AT5 Rn A3Rn A4Rn  A2 A1 AT7 Rn AT8 Rn  AT5 Rn  AT6 Rn A6Rn  A5Rn AT8 Rn  AT7 Rn A1 A2  AT4 Rn AT3 Rn A5Rn A6Rn  AT7 Rn  AT8 Rn  A2 A1 AT3 Rn AT4 Rn A8Rn  A7Rn  AT6 Rn AT5 Rn AT4 Rn  AT3 Rn A1 A2 A7Rn A8Rn AT5 Rn AT6 Rn  AT3 Rn  AT4 Rn  A2 A1
1CCCCCCCCCCAis an OD(8t; s1; s2; : : : ; su).The Kharaghani array has been used in a number of papers [5, 6, 7, 9, 10℄to obtain innitely many families of orthogonal designs. Researh has yet tobe initiated to explore the algebrai restritions imposed an amiable set bythe required onstraints.A set fAig4i=1 is said to be a short amiable set of order m and type(u1; u2; u3; u4), abbreviated as 4  SAS(m; u1; u2; u3; u4;G), if (2) and (3) aresatised for n = 4 and u  4. 4  SAS(m; u1; u2; u3; u4;G) an be used ineither the Goethals-Seidel array or the short Kharaghani array0BBB A B CR DR B A DR  CR CR  DR A B DR CR  B A 1CCCAto form an OD(4m; u1; u2; u3; u4). In all ases, the group G of the matries inthe amiable set is suh that the extension by Seberry and Whiteman [11℄ ofthe group from irulant to type 1 allows the same extension to R:In general a set of 2n matries of order m and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su) thatsatisfy equations (2) and (3) will be denoted as 2n SAS(m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G):Moreover if these matries are irulant they will be denoted as 2n SCAS(m;s1; s2; : : : ; su;Zm):Remark 1 Clearly1. If there exists a 2   SAS(n; s1; s2;G) and a 2   SAS(n; s3; s4;G) thenthere exists a 4  SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G):2. If there exists a 2 SAS(n; s1; s2;G); 2 SAS(n; s3; s4;G); 2 SAS(n; s5;s6;G) and a 2 SAS(n; s7; s8;G) there exists an 8 AS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5;s6; s7; s8;G): 3
3. If there exists a 4   SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) and a 4   SAS(n; s5; s6; s7;s8;G) there exists an 8  AS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;G):Thus we an obtain many lasses of 4   SAS(n; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) ombiningtogether two pairs of the given 2 SAS(n; s1; s2;G) and 2 SAS(n; s3; s4;G):Moreover, in Table , we give some 4  SAS(m; u1; u2; u3; u4;Zm) that an notbe onstruted by this method.Generally, unless we have other information regarding the struture, weare unable to ensure that the matrix R with the desired properties for theKharaghani, Goethals-Seidel or short Kharaghani arrays exists unless the am-iable sets have been group generated (irulant or type 1) or onstruted frombloks of these kinds. Thus if we have the required matrix Ri for the groupGi, i = 1; 2 then RG = R1  R2 will be the required matrix for G = G1 G2,(see [11℄).Let A1 and A2 be matries of orderm. We dene ir(A1; A2) =  A1 A2A2 A1 ! :Amiable sets made from 2n suh blok irulant matries will be alledblok amiable sets, short blok amiable sets or 2-short blok amiable sets,2n   SBAS(2m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G); n = 1; 2; 4, where, using Rt for the bak-diagonal matrix of order t, G = Z2  Zm and RG = R2 Rm. Here, if A1 andA2 are irulant, then we use the bakdiagonal matrix of the same order for Rensuring Ai(AjR)T = AjRATi . The required RG = R2  R:A (1; 1) matrix of order n is alled a Hadamard matrix if HHT = HTH =nIn, where HT is the transpose of H and In is the identity matrix of ordern. A (1; 1) matrix A of order n is said to be of skew type if A   In isskew-symmetri.A matrix W = ir(w1; : : : ; wn), wi 2 f0;1g whih satises WW T = kInis alled a irulant weighing matrix of order n and weight k or CW (n; k).Four f1g irulant and symmetri matries X1; X2; X3; X4 of order n arealled four Williamson matries if they satisfyX21 +X22 +X23 +X24 = 4nIn:Four f1g matries X1; X2; X3; X4 of order n are alled four Williamsontype matries if they are pairwise amiable and satisfyX1XT1 +X2XT2 +X3XT3 +X4XT4 = 4nIn:We denote the produt ZpZp  Zp(r times) by EA(pr) the ElementaryAbelian group. Moreover  a is denoted by a:Throughought this paper we use the symbol 0m to denote the sequene oflength m with all elements zero and the symbol Ot to denote the t t matrixwith all entries zero. 4
For the undened terms we refer the reader to the book by Geramita andSeberry [3℄.Suppose C = ir(0; 1; : : : ; n 1) is a irulant matrix of order n.Let Tn = 0BBBBBBB 0 1 0 0 : : : 00 0 1 0 : : : 0... ...0 0 0 0 : : : 11 0 0 0 : : : 0
1CCCCCCCAof order n, be the shift matrix. Then we an write C = 0I + 1Tn + : : : +n 1T n 1n . Note that T nn = I the identity matrix of order n. We say the Hallpolynomial of C is Pn 1i=0 ixi. The Hall polynomial of CT is Pn 1i=0 ixn i.Given a set of ` sequenes Aj = faj1; aj2; : : : ; ajng, j = 1; : : : ; `, of lengthn the non-periodi autoorrelation funtion, denoted NPAF , NA(s) is denedas NA(s) = X̀j=1 n sXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1; (4)If Aj(z) = aj1+aj2z+: : :+ajnzn 1 is the assoiated polynomial of the sequeneAj, thenA(z)A(z 1) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 nXk=1 ajiajkzi k = NA(0) + X̀j=1 n 1Xs=1NA(s)(zs + z s); z 6= 0:(5)Given A`, as above, of length n the periodi autoorrelation funtion, denotedPAF , PA(s) is dened, reduing i+ s modulo n, asPA(s) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; : : : ; n  1: (6)We note NPAF sequenes imply PAF sequenes exist, the NPAF sequenesbeing padded at the end with suÆient zeros to make longer lengths. HeneNPAF sequenes an give more general results. If two NPAF sequenes havediering lengths then suÆient zeros are added to the end of eah to make allthe sequenes the same length. In all ases NPAF and PAF sequenes an beused to make irulant matries satisfying the additive property (see [5, 9℄);if NPAF sequenes of lengths n1 and n2 are used, then by padding, irulantmatries for all orders n  max(n1; n2) will exist; if PAF sequenes of lengthsn are used, then irulant matries of order n exist.
5
2 2-short irulant amiable setsDenition 1 We dene 2-short irulant amiable sets, abbreviated as 2  SCAS(n; u1; u2;Zn), to be two irulant matries of order n with entries fromf0;x1;x2g whih satisfyA1AT1 + A2AT2 = (u1x21 + u2x22)In; A1AT2   A2AT1 = 0;or with entries from f0;1g whih satisfyA1AT1 + A2AT2 = kIn; A1AT2   A2AT1 = 0:If A1 A2 = 0 then x1A1 + x2A2 form an OD(n; u1; u2).Example 1 1. A1 = ir(0; a; b; a) and A2 = ir(0; a; 0; a) is a 2  SCAS(4; 1; 4;Z4):2. A1 = ir(a; b; 0; b; a; b) and A2 = ir(b; a; 0; a; b; a) is 2 SCAS(6;5; 5;Z6):Theorem 1 Let X1; X2 be f0;1g irulant matries of order ` satisfyingX1XT1 +X2XT2 = kI` (7)X1XT2  X2XT1 = 0 (8)X1 X2 = 0 (9)then there exists a 2  SCAS(`; k; k;Z`):Proof. Set A = aX1 + bX2 and B =  bX1 + aX2:A and B are both irulant matries and a straightforward alulation showsAAT +BBT=(ka2 + kb2)I`;and ABT   BAT=0:Thus A and B is a 2  SCAS(`; k; k;Z`): 2Remark 2 Using the sequenes given in Table 1 with theorem 1, the matriesgiven in example 1 and lemma 1, we have that there exist 2-short irulantamiable sets for orders and types whih are desribed in Table 2.6
Order Weight Sequenes zeron  1 X1 ; X2n 1 1 ; 0 NPAF2n 2 1,0 ; 0,1 NPAF4n 4 0,1,0,1 ; 1,0,-1,0 NPAF6n 4 0,0,1,0,0,1 ; 0,-1,0,0,1,0 NPAF6n 5 0,1,0,-1,0,1 ; 0,0,1,0,1,0 NPAF7n 4 0,0,1,0,1,1,-1 ; 0,0,0,0,0,0,0 PAF8n 8 1,1,1,0,-1,1,-1,0 ; 0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1 NPAF10n 9 0,1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,1 ; 0,0,1,0,-1,0,-1,0,1,0 PAF12n 8 0,1,1,0,1,0,0,-1,1,0,-1,0 ; 0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1 PAF13n 9 0,0,1,0,1,1,1,-1,-1,0,1,-1,1 ; 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 PAF14n 8 0,0,1,0,1,0,-1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0 ; 0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,-1 PAF14n 10 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0 ; 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,1,0,-1,0,-1,0,-1 NPAF14n 13 0,1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,1 ; 0,0,1,0,1,0,-1,0,-1,0,1,0,1,0 PAFTable 1: Disjoint amiable irulant matries an be onstruted from theabove sequenes.order type order type order type order typen (1; 1) 6n (4; 4) 10n (4; 4) 14n (8; 8)2n (2; 2) 6n (5; 5) 10n (9; 9) 14n (10; 10)4n (1; 4) 7n (4; 4) 12n (8; 8) 14n (13; 13)4n (4; 4) 8n (8; 8) 13n (9; 9)Table 2: Order and type for small 2-short irulant amiable sets for all n  1:Remark 3 We observe that although we arried out an exhaustive omputersearh for orders up to 15, we ould not nd appropriate sequenes of orders3; 5; 9; 11; 15 satisfying equations (7), (8) and (9) and having weights greaterthan 1 (see table 1). We observe from Horton and Seberry [8℄ that the type(4; 9) did not arise satisfying even equation (7) using irulant matries andlengths 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 23, or 25. However (4,9) satisfying (7) but notequations (8) and (9) exist for lengths 19 and 21. We onjeture that for oddlengths the only weights that will our are squares and they will only existfor lengths for whih there are irulant weighing matries [1, 2℄.Lemma 1 Let A = ir(a0; a1; : : : ; am 1) and B = ir(b0; b1; : : : ; bm 1) whereai; bi 2 f0;a; bg; i = 0; 1; : : : ; m 1 be 2 SCAS(m; u1; u2;Zm) (i:e: AAT+BBT = (u1a2 + u2b2)Im and ABT   BAT = 0): Then there exists a 2  SCAS(`; u1; u2;Z`) where `  0(mod m); ` = mi:Proof: Let i be a onstant integer. We map T im used to dene A and B toS k̀ = T kimi used to dene A1 and A2 below. SetA1 = m 1Xj=0ajS j̀ and A2 = m 1Xj=0 bjS j̀7
Now AAT = 0m 1Xj=0ajT jm1A m 1Xk=0akT km ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 ajakT j km  ;BBT = 0m 1Xj=0 bjT jm1A m 1Xk=0bkT km ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 bjbkT j km  ;AAT +BBT = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 (ajak + bjbk)T j km  = (u1a2 + u2b2)Im:Thus we have that(i) Ifm is odd then the oeÆients of T m;  =  (m 1); : : : ; 1; 1; : : : ; m 1are zero, and the oeÆient of T 0m is u1a2 + u2b2. That meansm 1Xj; k = 0j   k =  (ajak + bjbk) = 0 and m 1Xj=0 (a2j + b2j) = u1a2 + u2b2: (10)(ii) If m is even, m = 2n then we have that T nm = T nm and so the oeÆientsof T m;  =  (2n   1); : : : ; (n + 1); (n   1); : : : ; 1; 1; : : : ; n   1; n +1; : : : ; 2n  1 are zero, the oeÆient of T nm plus the oeÆient of T nm iszero and the oeÆients of T 0m is u1a2 + u2b2.That meansm 1Xj; k = 0j   k =  6= n (ajak + bjbk) = 0; m 1Xj; k = 0j   k = n (ajak + bjbk) = 0and m 1Xj=0 (a2j + b2j) = u1a2 + u2b2: (11)Also ABT = 0m 1Xj=0ajT jm1A m 1Xk=0bkT km ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 ajbkT j km  ;BAT = 0m 1Xj=0 bjT jm1A m 1Xk=0akT km ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 akbjT j km  ;ABT  BAT m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 akbjT j km  = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 (ajbk   akbj)T j km  = 0:Thus we have that 8
(i) if m odd, then the oeÆients of T m;  =  (m  1); : : : ; m  1 are zero.That means m 1Xj; k = 0j   k =  (ajbk   akbj) = 0 (12)(ii) if m even, m = 2n then the oeÆients of T m;  =  (2n  1); : : : ; (n+1); (n   1); : : : ; n   1; n + 1; : : : ; 2n   1 are zero and the oeÆient ofT nm plus the oeÆient of T nm is zero. That meansm 1Xj; k = 0j   k =  6= n (ajbk   akbj) = 0 and m 1Xj; k = 0j   k = n (ajbk   akbj) = 0 (13)Now A1AT1 = 0m 1Xj=0ajS j̀1A m 1Xk=0akS k` ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 ajakSj k`  ;A2AT2 = 0m 1Xj=0 bjS j̀1A m 1Xk=0bkS k` ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 bjbkSj k`  ;A1AT1 + A2AT2 = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 (ajak + bjbk)Sj k`  :We have that the oeÆients of S̀ are equal to the oeÆients of T m for all =  (m  1); : : : ; m  1, and so using equations (10) or (11) we obtainA1AT1 + A2AT2 = (u1a2 + u2b2)Imi = (u1a2 + u2b2)I`: (14)FurtherA1AT2 = 0m 1Xj=0ajS j̀1A m 1Xk=0bkS k` ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 ajbkSj k`  ;A2AT1 = 0m 1Xj=0 bjS j̀1A m 1Xk=0akS k` ! = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 akbjSj k`  ;A1AT2   A2AT1 = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 akbjSj k`  = m 1Xj=0 m 1Xk=0 (ajbk   akbj)Sj k` :9
We have that the oeÆients of S̀ are equal to the oeÆients of T m for all =  (m   1); : : : ; m   1 and so using equations (12) or equations (13) weobtain A1AT2   A1AT2 = 0: (15)Equations (14) and (15) show that A1 and A2 are 2  SCAS(`; u1; u2;Z`)where `  0(mod m); ` = mi; i = 1; 2; : : :. 2Example 2 There exist 2  SCAS(`; 1; 4;Z`)) where `  0(mod 4) (i.e. ` =4i). Using ase 1 of example 1 we set A1 = 0I` + aT ì + bT 2i`   aT 3i` = aT ì +bT 2i`   aT 3i` ; A2 = 0I` + aT ì + 0T 2i` + aT 3i` = aT ì + aT 3i` : ThenA1AT2 = a2I` + abT ì   a2T 2i` + a2T 2i` + abT i`   a2I`;A2AT1 = a2I` + abT i`   a2T 2i` + a2T 2i` + abT ì   a2I`:Now sine ` = mi = 2n then T n` = T ǹ we have that A1AT2   A2AT1 = 0. Sowe obtain our 2  SCAS(`; 1; 4;Z`)) where ` = 4i; i = 1; 2; : : : . 2Example 3 There exist 2  SCAS(`; 5; 5;Z`)) where `  0(mod 6) (i.e. ` =6i). Using ase 2 of example 1 we setA1 = aI`   bT ì + 0T 2i`   bT 3i` + aT 4i` + bT 5i` = aI`   bT ì   bT 3i` + aT 4i` + bT 5i` ;A2 = bI` + aT ì + 0T 2i` + aT 3i` + bT 4i`   aT 5i` = bI` + aT ì + aT 3i` + bT 4i`   aT 5i` :Then by simple alulation and the fat that ` = 2n is even we have A1AT2  A2AT1 = 0: Thus we have our 2 SCAS(`; 5; 5;Z`)) where ` = 6i; i = 1; 2; : : : .2 3 Short irulant amiable setsTheorem 2 Suppose X; Y are two disjoint f0;1g sequenes of length n andweight k with zero PAF (or zero NPAF). Then there are two dierent on-strutions of 4  SCAS(n; k; k; k; k;Zn) (or 4  SCAS(s  n; k; k; k; k;Zs)).Proof. Suppose a;b;;d are ommuting variables. LetA1 = aX + bY (or A1 = faX + bY; 0s ng)A2 = dX + Y (or A2 = fdX + Y; 0s ng)A3 =  bX + aY (or A3 = f bX + aY; 0s ng)A4 = X   dY (or A4 = fX   dY; 0s ng)10
and A1 = aX + bY (or A1 = faX + bY; 0s ng)A2 =  dX + Y (or A2 = f dX + Y; 0s ng)A3 =  bX + aY (or A3 = f bX + aY; 0s ng)A4 = X + dY (or A4 = fX + dY; 0s ng):Then A1; A2; A3; A4 are the required 4 SCAS(n; k; k; k; k;Zn) (or 4 SCAS(s n; k; k; k; k;Zs)). 2Example 4 Let X1 = f1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 1g and X2 = f0; 1; 0; 1; 1; 0;0; 1; 0; 1; 0g be two disjoint sequenes of length 11; weight 9 and zero PAF. Us-ing these sequenes set A;B;C;D as in theorem 2 to obtain 4 SCAS(11; 9; 9;9; 9;Z11):Corollary 1 Suppose C = f1; 2; : : : ; ng; D = fd1; d2; : : : ; dng are two f0;1gsequenes of length n and weight k with zero NPAF. Then there exists a4  SCAS(s; k; k; k; k;Zs); s  2n:Proof.Set X1 = irf1; 2; : : : ; n; 0s ng and X2 = f0s n; d1; d2; : : : ; dng and usetheorem 2. 2Example 5 Let C = f1; 0; 1g andD = f1; 1; 1g be two sequenes of length 3and weight 5: Using these sequenes set in orollary 1 we obtain 4 SCAS(s; 5;5; 5; 5;Zs); s  6:Corollary 2 Suppose C;D are two f0;1g sequenes of length n and weightk with zero PAF. Then there exists a 4   SCAS(s; k; k; k; k;Zs); s = (m +1)n; m  1:Proof.Set X1 = fCj0mg = f1; 0m; 2; 0m; : : : ; n; 0mg and X2 = f0mjDg = f0m; d1;0m; d2; : : : ; 0m; dng and use theorem 2. 2Example 6 Let C = f1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1g and D = f0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1g be two f0;1g sequenes of length 9 and weight 17: Usingorollary 2 we obtain 4  SCAS(9(m+ 1); 17; 17; 17; 17;Z9(m+1)); m  1:Lemma 2 Let p  1(mod 4) be a prime power. Then there exists a 4  SCAS(s12(p+ 1); p+ 1; p+ 1; p+ 1; p+ 1;Zs) s = (m+ 1)12(p+ 1); m  1:Proof. Use the irulant symmetri (1), matries of order 12(p+1) , P andS found by Goethals and Seidel [4℄ in orollary 2. 211
Theorem 3 Let A1; A2; A3; A4 be four irulant matries of order n with ele-ments from f0;1g satisfyingA1AT1 + A2AT2 + A3AT3 + A4AT4 = 4kIn: (16)A1AT2 = A2AT1 and A3AT4 = A4AT3 : (17)A1  A22 and A3  A42 are also f0;1g irulant matries: (18)Then there exists a 4  SCAS(n; 2k; 2k;Zn).Proof. SetX1 = A1 + A22 ; X2 = A1   A22 ; X3 = A3 + A42 ; X4 = A3   A42 :Then X1XT1 +X2XT2 +X3XT3 +X4XT4 = 2kIn: Furthermore X1 X2 = 0 andX1XT2 = X2XT1 and X3 X4 = 0 and X3XT4 = X4XT3 :LetB1 = aX1 + bX2; B2 = aX2   bX1; B3 = aX3 + bX4; B4 = aX4   bX3:Then 4Xi=1BiBTi = 2k(a2 + b2)In and 2Xi=1(B2i 1BT2i   B2iBT2i 1) = 0:Thus B1; B2; B3; B4 is a 4  SCAS(n; 2k; 2k;Zn). 2Corollary 3 Let A1; A2; A3; A4 be irulant Williamson matries of order nwhih satisfy ATi = Ai, i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Then there exists a 4 SCAS(n; 2n; 2n;Zn).Proof. Observe that A1; A2; A3; A4 satisfy the equations (16), (17) and (18)with k = n and so from theorem 3 we have the result. 2Example 7 LetA1 = ir( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1); A2 = ir( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1);A3 = ir(1; 1; 1; 1; 1); A4 = ir(1; 1; 1; 1; 1)be irulant Williamson matries of order 5: ThenX1 = ir( 1; 1; 1; 1; 1); X2 = ir(0; 0; 0; 0; 0);X3 = ir(1; 0; 0; 0; 0); X4 = ir(0; 1; 1; 1; 1)and thus B1 = ir( a; a; a; a; a); B2 = ir(b;b;b;b;b);B3 = ir(a; b;b;b; b); B4 = ir(b; a; a; a; a)is a 4  SCAS(5; 10; 10;Z5). 12
A1 A3 ZeroType A2 A4 Order(1,1,2,8) (0; ; a; ) (0; ; b; ) NPAF(0; ; b; ) (0; ; d; ) 4n(1,1,4,4) (a; b; a) (a; 0; a) NPAF(; 0; ) (; d; ) 3n(1,1,5,5) (; a; ; 0) ( d; b; d; 0) NPAF(; d; ; 0) (d; ; d; 0) 4n(1,1,8,8) (0; ; d; a; d; ) (0; ; d; 0; d; ) NPAF(0; ; d; 0; d; ) (0; ; d; b; d; ) 6n(2,2,8,8) (d; a; d; ; b; ) (d; a; d; ;b; ) NPAF(; 0; ; d; 0; d) (; 0; ; d; 0; d) 6n(1,1,5) (a; a; a) (a; 0; a) NPAF(; 0; 0) (0; b; 0) 3n(3,3) (a; b) (b; a) NPAF(a; 0) (b; 0) 2n(5,5) (a; a; a) (a; 0; a) NPAF(b; b;b) (b; 0; b) 3n(6,6) (a;b; a) (a; a; a) NPAF(b; a; b) (b; b;b) 3n(6,6,12) (; a; ; b; ; a) (; a; ; a; ; a) NPAF(; b; ; a; ; b) (; b; ;b; ;b) 6n(13,13) (; 0; ; ; ; 0; 0; ; ) (; ; ; ; ; ; 0; 0; ) NPAF(d; 0; d; d; d; 0; 0; d; d) (d; d; d; d; d; d; 0; 0; d) 9n(14,14) (a; b;b;b; b; a; a) (b; a;b; a;b; b; b) NPAF(b; a; a; a; a; b; b) (a; b; a; b; a; a; a) 7n(17,17) (a; a; a; a; a; a; a; a; 0) (; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ) PAF(; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 0) (a; a; a; a; a; a; a; a; a) 9nTable 3: 4  SCAS(n; u1; u2; u3; u4;Zn), n small, n  1:
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4 Some onstrutions for short blok andirulant amiable setsTheorem 4 (Doubling the order and the type) Let fAig2mi=1 be a 2m  SAS(t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G): Then there exist a 2m SBAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2; : : : ; 2su;Z2G):Proof. SetB2i 1 = ir(A2i 1; A2i) =  A2i 1 A2iA2i A2i 1! ;B2i = ir( A2i 1; A2i) =   A2i 1 A2iA2i  A2i 1! ; i = 1; : : : ; m:Now 2mXi=1BiBTi = mXi=1 nB2i 1BT2i 1 +B2iBT2io == mXi=1 A2i 1 A2iA2i A2i 1AT2i 1 AT2iAT2i AT2i 1+ A2i 1 A2iA2i  A2i 1 AT2i 1 AT2iAT2i  AT2i 1 == mXi=1 2(A2i 1AT2i 1 +A2iAT2i) 00 2(A2i 1AT2i 1 + A2iAT2i) = (2s1x21 + : : :+ 2sux2u)I2tMoreover mXi=1 nB2i 1BT2i   B2iBT2i 1o == mXi=1 A2i 1 A2iA2i A2i 1 AT2i 1 AT2iAT2i  AT2i 1  A2i 1 A2iA2i  A2i 1AT2i 1 AT2iAT2i AT2i 1 = 0:Thus fBig2mi=1 is a 2m  SAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2; : : : ; 2su;Z2 G): 2Corollary 4 Suppose there exists a 2   SAS(t; s1; s2;G) then there exists a2  SBAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2;Z2 G):Proof. We use Theorem 4 with m = 1 and u = 2: 2Corollary 5 Suppose there exists a 2   SAS(t; s1; s2;G) then there exists a2  SBAS(2st; 2ss1; 2ss2;EA(2s)G) for s = 0; 1; 2; : : : .Proof. We use s times Corollary 4. 2Example 8 (i) A1 = [a℄ and A2 = [b℄ is a 2   SCAS(1; 1; 1;Z1). Usingorollary 5 we obtain 2 SBAS(2s; 2s; 2s;EA(2s)Z1) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : :. 14
(ii) A1 = ir(0;b; a; b) and A2 = ir(0; b; 0; b) is a 2   SCAS(4; 1; 4;Z4).Using orollary 5 we obtain 2 SBAS(2s+2; 2s; 2s+2;EA(2s)Z4) for alls = 0; 1; 2 : : : .(iii) A1 = ir(a;b; 0;b; a; b) and A2 = ir(b; a; 0; a; b; a) is a 2 SCAS(6; 5; 5;Z6). Using orollary 5 we obtain 2 SBAS(2s+13; 2s5; 2s5;EA(2s)Z6)for all s = 0; 1; 2 : : :Corollary 6 If A1; A2; A3; A4 is a 4 SBAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) then there ex-ists a 4  SBAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2; 2s3; 2s4;Z2 G):Proof. We use Theorem 4 with m = 2 and u = 4: 2Corollary 7 If A1; A2; A3; A4 is a 4 SAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) then there existsa 4  SBAS(2st; 2ss1; 2ss2; 2ss3; 2ss4;EA(2s)G):Proof. We use s times Corollary 6. 2Example 9 (i) A1 = ir(0; ; a; ), A2 = ir(0; ; b; ), A3 = ir(0; ; b; )and A4 = ir(0; ; d; ) is a 4  SCAS(4; 1; 1; 8; 8;Z4). From orollary 7we obtain 4 SBAS(2s+2; 2s; 2s; 2s+3; 2s+3; EA(2s)Z4) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : :.(ii) A1 = ir(a; a; a), A2 = ir(; 0; 0), A3 = ir(a; 0; a) and A4 = ir(0; b;0) is a 4 SCAS(3; 1; 1; 5;Z3). From orollary 7 we obtain 4 SBAS(2s 3; 2s; 2s; 2s  5;EA(2s) Z3) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .Corollary 8 If A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6; A7; A8 is a 8   SBAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4;s5; s6; s7; s8;G) then there exists a 8 SBAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2; 2s3; 2s4; 2s5; 2s6; 2s7;2s8;Z2 G):Proof. We use Theorem 4 with m = 4 and u = 8: 2Corollary 9 If A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6; A7; A8 is a 8 SBAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5;s6; s7; s8;G) then there exists a 8   SBAS(2st; 2ss1; 2ss2; 2ss3; 2ss4; 2ss5; 2ss6;2ss7; 2ss8;EA(2s)G):Proof. We use s times Corollary 8. 2Example 10 A1 = ir(g; g; g; 0; g; ; e), A2 = ir(h; h; h; 0; h; d; f), A3 =ir(g; g; g; 0; g; ; e), A4 = ir(h; h; h; 0; h; d; f), A5 = ir(f; b; f; 0; 0; 0; 0),A6 = ir(e; ; e; 0; 0; 0; 0), A7 = ir(f; d; f; 0; 0; 0; 0) and A8 = ir(e; a; e;0; 0; 0; 0) is a 8 SCAS(7; 1; 1; 3; 3; 6; 6; 8; 8;Z7). Corollary 9 gives 8 SBAS(2s7; 2s; 2s; 2s3; 2s3; 2s+13; 2s+13; 2s+3; 2s+3;EA(2s) Z7) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .15
Theorem 5 (Double the order and the type) Let fAig2mi=1 be a 2m SAS(t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G): Suppose the matrix R whih ensures Ai(AjR)T =AjRATi exists. Then for m = 1; 2; 4 there exists an OD(4mt; 2s1; 2s2; : : : ; 2su;Z2 G):Proof. Theorem 4 ensures the required 2m SBAS(2t; 2s1; 2s2; : : : ; 2su;Z2G) exists. We use these SBAS with RZ2G = R2  RG in the appropriateKharaghani or Goethal-Seidel array to obtain the result.Theorem 6 (Doubling the order but not the type) Let fAig2mi=1 be a 2m SAS(t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G) Then there exist a 2m SBAS(2t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;Z2G): Furthermore B2iB2i 1 = 0; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m, where  denotes the Hadamardprodut.Proof. SetB2i 1 = ir(A2i 1; Ot); B2i = ir(Ot; A2i); i = 1; : : : ; mIt is easy to see that B2i 1 B2i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; m: Now2mXi=1BiBTi = mXi=1 nB2i 1BT2i 1 +B2iBT2io == mXi=1( A2i 1 OtOt A2i 1! AT2i 1 OtOt AT2i 1!+  Ot A2iA2i Ot ! Ot AT2iAT2i Ot !) == mXi=1 (A2i 1AT2i 1 +A2iAT2i) OtOt (A2i 1AT2i 1 + A2iAT2i) = (s1x21 + : : :+ sux2u)I2tMoreover mXi=1 nB2i 1BT2i   B2iBT2i 1o == mXi=1( A2i 1 OtOt A2i 1! Ot AT2iAT2i Ot !   Ot A2iA2i Ot ! AT2i 1 OtOt AT2i 1!) = 0:Thus fBig2mi=1 is a 2m  SBAS(2t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;Z2 G): 2Corollary 10 If A1; A2 is a 2   SAS(t; s1; s2;G) then there exists a 2  SBAS(2t; s1; s2;Z2 G):Proof. We use Theorem 6 with m = 1 and u = 2: 2Corollary 11 If A1; A2 is a 2 SAS(n; u1; u2;G) then there are 2 SBAS(2sn;u1; u2;EA(2s)G) for s = 0; 1; 2; : : : .16
Proof. We use s times Corollary 10. 2Example 11 (i) A1 = [a℄ and A2 = [b℄ is a 2   SCAS(1; 1; 1;Z1): Fromorollary 11 we obtain 2  SBAS(2s; 1; 1;EA(2s)) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .(ii) A1 = ir(0;b; a; b) and A2 = ir(0; b; 0; b) is a 2   SCAS(4; 1; 4;Z4):From orollary 11 we obtain 2   SBAS(2s+21; 4;EA(2s)  Z4) for s =0; 1; 2 : : : .(iii) A1 = ir(a;b; 0;b; a; b) and A2 = ir(b; a; 0; a; b; a) is a 2 SCAS(6; 5; 5;Z6). From orollary 11 we obtain 2  SBAS(2s+1  3; 5; 5;EA(2s) Z6)for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .Corollary 12 If A1; A2; A3; A4 is a 4 SAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) then there existsa 4  SBAS(2t; s1; s2; s3; s4;Z2 G):Proof. We use Theorem 6 with m = 2 and u = 4: 2Corollary 13 If A1; A2; A3; A4 is 4 SAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4;G) then there existsa 4  SBAS(2st; s1; s2; s3; s4;EA(2s)G):Proof. We use s times Corollary 12. 2Example 12 (i) A1 = ir(0; ; a; ), A2 = ir(0; ; b; ), A3 = ir(0; ; b; )and A4 = ir(0; ; d; ) is a 4   SCAS(4; 1; 1; 8; 8;Z4). From orollary12 we obtain 4  SBAS(2s+2; 1; 1; 8; 8;EA(2s) Z4) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .(ii) A1 = ir(a; a; a), A2 = ir(; 0; 0), A3 = ir(a; 0; a) and A4 = ir(0; b;0) is a 4 SCAS(3; 1; 1; 5;Z3). From orollary 12 we obtain 4 SBAS(2s3; 1; 1; 5;EA(2s) Z3) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .Corollary 14 If A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6; A7; A8 is a 8  SAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5;s6; s7; s8;G) then there exists a 8 SBAS(2t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;Z2G):Proof. We use Theorem 6 with m = 4 and u = 8: 2Corollary 15 If A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A6; A7; A8 is a 8  SAS(t; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5;s6; s7; s8;G) then there exists a 4 SBAS(2st; s1; s2; s3; s4; s5; s6; s7; s8;EA(2s)G):Proof. We use s times Corollary 14. 217
Example 13 A1 = ir(g; g; g; 0; g; ; e), A2 = ir(h; h; h; 0; h; d; f), A3 =ir(g; g; g; 0; g; ; e), A4 = ir(h; h; h; 0; h; d; f), A5 = ir(f; b; f; 0; 0; 0; 0),A6 = ir(e; ; e; 0; 0; 0; 0),A7 = ir(f; d; f; 0; 0; 0; 0) and A8 = ir(e; a; e; 0; 0;0; 0) is a 8   SCAS(7; 1; 1; 3; 3; 6; 6; 8; 8;Z7). From orollary 15 we obtain8  SBAS(2s  7; 1; 1; 3; 3; 6; 6; 8; 8;EA(2s) Z7) for s = 0; 1; 2 : : : .Theorem 7 (Doubling the order but not the type) Let fAig2mi=1 be a 2m SAS(t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G): Then for m = 1; 2; 4 there exists an OD(4mt; s1; s2;: : : ; su;Z2 G):Proof. Theorem 6 ensures the required 2m   SBAS(2t; s1; s2; : : : ; su;Z2 G) exists. We use these SBAS with RZ2G = R2  RG in the appropriateKharaghani or Goethal-Seidel array to obtain the result.Lemma 3 Let C = X + iY , where i2 =  1, be a omplex Hadamard matrixof order . Then X and Y is 2  SAS(; ;G):Proof. Sine C is a omplex Hadamard matrix CC = I = (X+ iY )(XT  iY T ) = XXT +Y Y T + i(Y XT  XY T ). Thus XY T  Y XT = 0 and so X andY are a disjoint set of 2  SAS(; ;G): 2Corollary 16 Let C = X + iY , where i2 =  1, be a omplex Hadamardmatrix of order . DeneA2j 1 = xjX + yjY and A2j = yjX   xjY; j = 1; 2; : : : ; nwhere xj; yj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n are ommuting variables. Then,2nXj=1AjATj =  nXi=1(x2j + y2j )! Iand A2j 1AT2j   A2jAT2j 1 = 0; for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; nand thus Aj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 2n is a 2n  SAS(; ; ; : : : ; | {z }2n ;G)Proof. Sine C is a omplex Hadamard matrix XXT + Y Y T = I andXY T   Y XT = 0: Now simple arithmeti gives the result. 2Remark 4 Although we have established the existene of 2n   SAS we donot know any appropriate R is this ase.The next theorem is a generalization of theorem 1.18
Theorem 8 Let X1; X2 be f0;1g matries of order ` satisfyingX1XT1 +X2XT2 = kI` (19)X1XT2  X2XT1 = 0 (20)X1 X2 = 0 (21)(i.e. 2 SAS(`; k;G1)) and Y1; Y2; : : : ; Y2n be a 2n SAS(m; s1; s2; : : : ; su;G2).Then there exists a 2n  SBAS(`m; ks1; ks2; : : : ; ksu;G1 G2):Proof. SetZ2i 1 = X1Y2i 1+X2Y2i; Z2i =  X1Y2i+X2Y2i 1; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n:NowZ2i 1ZT2i 1=(X1  Y2i 1 +X2  Y2i)(XT1  Y T2i 1 +XT2  Y T2i ) ==X1XT1  Y2i 1Y T2i 1 +X1XT2  Y2i 1Y T2i +X2XT1  Y2iY T2i 1+X2XT2  Y2iY T2iZ2iZT2i=( X1  Y2i +X2  Y2i 1)( XT1  Y T2i +XT2  Y T2i 1) ==X1XT1  Y2iY T2i  X1XT2  Y2iY T2i 1  X2XT1  Y2i 1Y T2i+X2XT2  Y2i 1Y T2i 1Thus nXi=1(Z2i 1ZT2i 1 + Z2iZT2i)=(X1XT1 +X2XT2 ) 2nXi=1YiY Ti ==kI`   uXi=1sia2i! Im =  uXi=1ksia2i! I`m (22)Z2i 1ZT2i=(X1  Y2i 1 +X2  Y2i)( XT1  Y T2i +XT2  Y T2i 1) == X1XT1  Y2i 1Y T2i +X1XT2  Y2i 1Y T2i 1  X2XT1  Y2iY T2i+X2XT2  Y2iY T2i 1Z2iZT2i 1=( X1  Y2i +X2  Y2i 1)(XT1  Y T2i 1 +XT2  Y T2i ) == X1XT1  Y2iY T2i 1 +X2XT1  Y2i 1Y T2i 1  X1XT2  Y2iY T2i+X2XT2  Y2i 1Y T2iZ2i 1ZT2i   Z2iZT2i 1= X1XT1  (Y2i 1Y T2i   Y2iY T2i 1)+X2XT2  (Y2iY T2i 1   Y2i 1Y T2i )Now nXi=1 Z2i 1ZT2i   Z2iZT2i 1= X1XT1  nXi=1 Y2i 1Y T2i   Y2iY T2i 1++X2XT2  nXi=1 Y2iY T2i 1   Y2i 1Y T2i  == X1XT1  0 +X2XT2  0 = 0 (23)19
Thus from equations (22) and (23) we have that the fZi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2ngis a 2n  SAS(`m; ks1; ks2; : : : ; ksu;G1 G2): 2Some matries (irulant) satisfying onditions (19), (20) and (21) an befound in table 1.Corollary 17 Let X1; X2 be f0;1g matries of order ` satisfying equations(19), (20) and (21) on the group G1 and Y1; Y2 be 2 SAS(m; s1; s2;G2): Thenthere exists a 2  SBAS(`m; ks1; ks2; G1 G2)Proof. Use theorem 8 with n = 1 and u = 2: 2Remark 5 Again, although we have established the existene of 2m SBASwe do not know any appropriate R in this ase. So at the moment we are notin a position to onstrut orthogonal designs using these matries. This needsfurther investigation.Remark 6 Using Hadamard, weighing and omplex Hadamard matries withthe following 2   SCAS(order; type; group) we obtain many innite lasses(from innite lasses of weighing, Hadamard and omplex Hadamard matries)of blok 2 SBAS(order; type; group) There exists 2 SCAS(order; type; group)for orders, types and group whih are desribed in Table 4.order type group order type groupn 1; 1 Zn 6n 4; 4 Z6n2n 2; 2 Z2n 6n 5; 5 Z6n4n 1; 4 Z4n 7n 4; 4 Z7n4n 4; 4 Z4n 8n 8; 8 Z8norder type group order type group10n 4; 4 Z10n 14n 8; 8 Z14n10n 9; 9 Z10n 14n 10; 10 Z14n12n 8; 8 Z12n 14n 13; 13 Z14n13n 9; 9 Z13nTable 4: Order and type for small 2-short amiable sets for all n  1:Example 14 For the onstrution of weighing matries whih are used in thisexample, see [3℄. Suppose there exists Y1; Y2 any 2   SAS(m; s1; s2;G): NowCW (13; 9), W (15; 9) and W (18; 17) all exist. Set1. X1 = CW (13; 9) and X2 = O9,2. X1 =W (15; 9) and X2 = O15 and20
3. X1 =W (18; 9) and X2 = O18:Hene by orollary 17 there exists1. 2  SAS(13m; 9s1; 9s2;Z13 G),2. 2  SAS(15m; 9s1; 9s2;G15 G) and3. 2  SAS(18m; 17s1; 17s2;G18 G).Corollary 18 Let X1; X2 be f0;1g matries of order ` on group G1 satisfyingequations (7), (8) and (9) and Y1; Y2; Y3; Y4 be a 4  SAS(m; s1; s2; s3; s4;G2):Then there exists a 4  SAS(`m; ks1; ks2; ks3; ks4;G1 G2):Proof. We use theorem 8 with n = 2 and u = 4: 2The next theorem is a modiation of theorem 2 to be used for the on-strution of SBAS:Theorem 9 Suppose X; Y are two disjoint f0;1g matries of order n onthe group G and weight k satisfying XXT + Y Y T = kIn. Then there exists a4  SBAS(n; k; k; k; k;G):Proof. Suppose a;b;;d be ommuting variables. LetA1 = aX + bYA2 = dX + YA3 =  bX + aYA4 = X   dYThen A1; A2; A3; A4 are the required 4  SBAS(n; k; k; k; k;G). 2Corollary 19 Let D = x1X1 + x2X2 be an OD(n; u1; u2) on the group G.Then there exists a 4  SBAS(n; u1 + u2; u1 + u2;G):Proof. Sine D = u1X1 + u2X2; X1; X2 are two disjoint f0;1g matries oforder n on the group G and weight k = u1+u2 satisfying X1XT2 +X2XT2 = kInand an be used in orollary 19 to obtain the result. 2Corollary 20 Let D = x1X1 + x2X2 be an OD(n; u1; u2) on the group G.Suppose there exists an R so that X1(X2R)T = (X2R)XT1 . Then there existsan OD(4n; u1 + u2; u1 + u2;G):
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